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Abstract

Based on the notion of the heterogeneity of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the effects of
lesions of the dorsal and ventral subareas of mPFC were examined on the development of behavioral
sensitization induced by d-amphetamine (AMP).  The first part of this study determined behavioral
sensitization to AMP by the use of the rat with intermittent repeated AMP administrations in three types
of environmental context including an infrared locomotor activity test-box, the home cage, and a novel
third place.  In experimental groups, each subject was initially injected with AMP of 0.5 mg/kg as the pre-
test treatment and then received seven injections of AMP (1 mg/kg) every other day in the context where
it was assigned.  Following two days of withdrawal, the subject was challenged by AMP of 0.5 mg/kg
as the post-test treatment.  Behavioral sensitization to AMP on the locomotor activity was determined
by the difference between pre- and post-test.  The results showed that the most profound locomotor
sensitization to AMP appeared in the test box group.  A less but significant degree of locomotor
sensitization to AMP was observed for the home cage group.  A trend of locomotor sensitization to AMP
observed in the novel third place group was not statistically confirmed.  In the second part of experiment,
we then investigated the effects of lesions in the dorsal and ventral mPFC subareas on the development
of locomotor sensitization to AMP in the test box and home cage.  Results showed that locomotor
sensitization was significantly appeared in every sham-operated control group tested in either test box
or home cage.  Lesions of ventral mPFC significantly inhibited the development of locomotor sensitization
to AMP in test box, but not in home cage.  Lesions of dorsal mPFC failed to affect AMP locomotor
sensitization developed in either test box or home cage.  These data indicate that the heterogeneous
functions of mPFC subareas involved in the development of behavioral sensitization to AMP are
dependent on different contexts applied for repeated intermittent drug administration.
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Introduction

Behavioral sensitization to psychostimulant
drugs is now a well-known phenomenon, wherein

animals show enhanced behavioral reactivity after
repeated drug exposure (18).  Attention has been
focused on the critical role of the mesotelencephalic
dopamine (DA) systems on amphetamine (AMP)- or
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cocaine-induced sensitization in several types of
behavioral measurements including locomotor activity
(10, 15, 19).  Specifically, dopaminergic projections
from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the nucleus
accumbens are critically involved in the induction
and expression of behavioral sensitization to psy-
chostimulant drugs (4, 11, 31).

In addition to the mesolimbic DA systems, it is
reasonable to refer the involvement of the mesocotical
DA systems in this type of behavioral sensitization.
The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has been known
as a major terminal area with DA afferent inputs from
the VTA (23).  Recently, accumulating data suggest
that the functional role of mPFC on the reward-
related behavior is highly linked to drug effects of
psychostimulants (24).  Several studies reported that
lesions of mPFC attenuate the induction of behavioral
sensitization to cocaine (5, 25, 27, 30).  Once es-
tablished, the expression of behavioral sensitization
to cocaine was suppressed by mPFC lesions (16).
However, negative results for mPFC lesion on be-
havioral sensitization to either cocaine or AMP were
also reported (12, 13, 27).  These controversial data
may be contributed to the different sizes and locations
in the mPFC produced by lesions applied in those
studies.  Another factor for this controversy is due to
different protocols being applied to induce psy-
chostimulant sensitization.  Especially, the environ-
mental contexts where conducting the repeated drug
administrations were differentially adopted by those
studies.  The magnitudes of behavioral sensitization
to psychostimulants can be different when distinct
environments being manipulated to conduct repeated
drug administrations (20).  Thus, it is possible that
this controversy is due to these two confounding
factors.

The present study intended to further contend
with this issue by investigating the effects of exci-
totoxic lesions in two subareas of mPFC on the
development of behavioral sensitization to AMP in
different types of environmental context.  In the first
part of experiment, we established three protocols for
AMP induced locomotor sensitization by manipulating
the repeated but intermittent drug administrations in
three distinct environments including [1] the test box,
[2] the home cage, and [3] a novel third place.  Due to
the least effectiveness of AMP to induce locomotor
sensitization in the novel third place, in the second
part of experiment, we examine the effects of lesions
in the dorsal and ventral subareas of mPFC on the
development of locomotor sensitization to AMP in
the test box and home cage.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

The subjects were naive male Wistar rats
weighing 200 ± 25 g at the start of the experiment.
They were purchased from the Breeding Center of
Experimental Animals at National Taiwan University
Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan.  Each rat was housed
individually in a vivarium with a 12/12 h light dark
cycle.  All experimental sessions were conducted
during the light portion of the cycle.  The temperature
of the colony was maintained at 23 ± 1°C through-
out the experiment.  Except during experimental
sessions, rats were provided with Purina lab chow
(5001) and tap water ad libitum.  All procedures were
conducted in accordance with the NIH Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved
by an institutional review committee.

Drugs

D-AMP sulfate (Sigma Chemical Co, St. Louis,
MO, USA.) was dissolved in saline (0.9% NaCl w/v).
For the establishment of drug induced behavioral
sensitization, injections of d-AMP and its vehicles
were administered via intraperitoneal (IP) route.  For
excitotoxic lesion, ibotenic acid (Tocris Cookson,
Bristol, UK) was dissolved in phosphate buffer saline
to a concentration of 10 mg/ml (pH = 7.4).  Drug solu-
tions were freshly prepared just before administration
at the specified dosages used in the present study.

Surgery

Under sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg; IP)
anesthesia, each rat underwent a standard stereotaxic
operation for bilateral implantation of stainless steel
cannulae.  Each rat was placed in the stereotaxic
instrument (David Kopf Instruments).  After the scalp
was incised, the scalp muscle was reflected from the
skull.  Bilateral burr holes were drilled in the cranium.
In each hole, a 23-gauge guide cannula was first
lowered to the specific stereotaxic coordinates.  Before
the infusion of ibotenate, a 31-guage injection needle
attached to a 2-µl syringe (Hamilton Co., Reno, NV,
USA) was inserted into guide cannula.  The tip of
needle was 1.5 mm extended from the end of guide
cannula.  A volume of 0.5 µl ibotenate solution was
delivered over 2 min into each site.  The needle was
left in place for additional 1 min after the completion
of neurotoxin infusion to allow the compound to
diffuse away from the tips of needles.  Subsequently,
the needles together with guide cannulae were gently
pulled out of the brain tissue.  Bilateral lesions were
made in the following injection coordinates: AP =
+2.7 mm, L = ±0.7 mm, and D = -2.5 mm for the dorsal
mPFC and AP = +2.7 mm, L = ±0.7 mm, and D =
-5.0 mm for the vental mPFC (14).  All sham lesion
groups were made using the coordinates and
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procedures just outlined, except that vehicle but not
ibotenate infusion was made after injector insertion.
At the end of surgery, the incision was sutured and
penicillin (20000 I.U.) was administered intramus-
cularly to reduce the likelihood of postoperative
infection.  Subjects were allowed at least seven days
to recover from surgery.

Apparatus

The locomotor activity was measured by an
infrared motion sensor activity system (Coulbourn
Instruments).  For paired pryoelectric detectors, each
infrared motion sensor, which was attached to the
top of a white plastic box (50 × 25 × 30 cm), measured
the radiated body heat of the subject’s motion.  A
bank of six boxes, as served by a micro-computer,
was used in this study.  The sensor’s output signal
representing magnitude of the subject’s spatial
movement was digitally converted and stored for data
analysis.  Each motion continuously lasting for 1 sec
or longer was defined as a movement and counted.
The activity boxes were set in a separate room with
dimly lit and constant background noise.

Procedures

The protocol of behavioral sensitization was
consisted of three stages in the following sequence
[1] pre-test, [2] repeated exposure of drug, and [3]
post-test for sensitization.  In the pre-test stage of a
four-day period, all subjects were placed in the
locomotor activity test box for 2.5 h on the first and
fourth days.  After staying in the test box for 30 min,
the subject was then given an injection of saline on
the first day and an injection of a lower dose d-AMP
(0.5 mg/kg) on the fourth day.  The locomotor activities
measured on the fourth day were taken as the pre-test
data.  The stage of repeated exposure of drug was
begun one week after the completion of the pre-test
stage.  The subject was repeatedly injected with d-
AMP of 1.0 mg/kg for seven times in every other day.
Three distinctive environments were manipulated to
conduct this repeated exposure of drug including the
test box, the home cage, and a novel third place.  For
the subjects injected in the test box, they were placed
in the locomotor activity box for 30 min and then
given with drug injection.  Following this injection,
they remained staying in the box for additional 2 h.
The subjects injected in the home cage were given the
drug injection in their own home cages at the same
time period of the daily session as the subjects in the
other two groups.  The subjects injected in the novel
third place were removed from colony room to a
separate room and then placed into a Plexiglas box
for 2.5 h.  During this period of time, they were given

the drug injection as the first 30 min elapsed and
remained staying for the rest 2 h.  Subsequently, they
returned to their home cages in the colony room.  To
compare the specific effect of drug administration
pairing to the test box or home cage, two saline
control groups were designed to receiving repeated
injections of saline vehicle during this stage.  Except
for the injection solution, the procedures for these
two saline control groups were identical to those of
the test box and home cage.  The stage of post-test
of locomotor sensitization was conducted two days
after the end of repeated drug exposure as described
above.  In this stage, all subjects were treated with the
same procedures described for the fourth day of the
pre-test stage.  Behavioral sensitization to d-AMP
was judged by a significant enhancement of locomotor
activity in the post-test by comparing those data from
the pre-test for each group.  Accordingly, there were
five groups (n = 8 each) in total for the first part of
experiment.

Two cohorts of subjects with excitotoxic lesions
in the dorsal and ventral subareas of mPFC were used
for the second part of experiment.  The subjects with
lesion of each mPFC subarea were further divided
into two subgroups for receiving the repeated exposure
of d-AMP in the test-box and home cage, respectively,
for which the procedures were the same as those
described above.  In addition to these four lesion
groups, four other groups served as the sham-operated
controls (n = 8 each).  Following the completion of
behavioral testing, histological examination of the
lesion area was conducted for each subject.

Histology

The subjects were first given an overdose of
sodium pentobarbital and perfused intracardially with
normal saline followed by 10% formalin.  The brain
was removed and placed in a sucrose/formalin mixture
for at least 24 h.  The brain was sectioned at 40 µm
with a freezing microtome.  The mounted slices were
stained with cresyl violet for verifying the lesion
areas.  Histological assessment was conducted by
looking for the following features: gross morpho-
logical changes such as holes and tissue collapse;
the position and extent of gliosis and scarring; the
cannular tract and injection placement; and signs of
neuronal cell body shriveling and loss.  Data from the
subjects with inappropriate lesion were excluded for
statistical analysis.

Statistics

All data were assessed using a mixed type of
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with planned com-
parisons (Statistica, version 5.5).  In a two-way
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ANOVA applied for analyzing the data collected in
the first part of experiment, the group receiving AMP
or saline in each distinct context was the between-
subject factor, and the pre- and post-test was a within-
subject factor.  In a three-way ANOVA applied for
analyzing the data collected the in second part of
experiment, the group receiving AMP in distinct
context and the lesion area were between-subject
factors, and the pre- and post-test was a within-
subject factor.  A probability level of P < 0.05 was
taken as significant in all tests.

Results

Fig. 1 shows the results of the first part of ex-
periment in depicting the development of locomotor
sensitization to AMP in three distinct environments.
As revealed from the results of a 2 by 2 ANOVA for
the test-box treatment, there was only a significant
main effect for pre- and post-test, F(1, 14) = 13.86,
P < 0.01.  Neither the group main effect nor the inter-
action was significant.  Planned comparisons showed
a significant increase of locomotor activity in the
post-test for the d-AMP treated group, F(1, 14) =
14.48, P < 0.01.  The ANOVA results for the home
cage were similar to those of test-box.  That is, only
a significant main effect for pre- and post-test was
detected, F(1, 14) = 7.48, P < 0.05.  And, a significant
increase of locomotor activity in the post-test for the
d-AMP treated group was yielded from planned

comparisons, F(1, 14) = 6.2, P < 0.05.  Regarding the
group receiving the repeated exposure of d-AMP in
the novel third place, the increased movement counts
in the post-test did not reach the significant level,
F(1, 7) = 4.5, P = 0.069.  A separate 3 by 2 ANOVA
was conducted to compare the differences existing in

Fig. 1. Locomotor activity measured by the number of the
detected movements on the pre- and post-test sessions for
three groups of rats repeatedly received d-amphetamine
(AMP) in the test box (T. box), home cage (Home), and
a novel third place (3rd P.) during the conditioning
stage.  Two saline (SAL) control groups received repeat-
edly injections of saline vehicle in the test-box and home
cage during the conditioning stage.  Data are presented
as means ± 1 s.e.m.; n = 8 per group.  *P < 0.05, **P <
0.01; significant difference between pre-test and post-
test for the indicated group.
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Fig. 2. Representative photomicrographs of a sham-operated
control (A) and ibotenic acid lesions of the dorsal and
ventral subareas of the medial prefrontal cortex (B and
C, respectively).  Schematic diagrams, on the right side
of panel B or C, show the lesion area in the gray circles.
Drawings were adapted from Paxinos and Watson (14).
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the three groups receiving repeated exposure of
d-AMP conducted in three distinctive environments.
Only the main effect of test stage was significant, F(1,
21) = 23.66, P < 0.001.  Neither the group main effect
nor the interaction was significant.

Fig. 2 shows the results of histological examina-
tion in the second part of experiment.  Lesions of the
dorsal mPFC were mainly located in area Cg1,
extending about 1 mm vertically from dura without
destructing the infralimbic area.  Lesions of the ventral
mPFC were mainly located the infralimbic area and
the bottom half of area Cg3, which did not extend
to area Cg1.  The rostrocaudal extent of these two
lesions approximately located from 4.0 mm to 2.0 mm
anterior to bregma (14).

Fig. 3 shows the effects of lesions in mPFC
subareas on the development of locomotor sensitiza-
tion to d-AMP in the test-box and home cage.  A
three-way ANOVA (2 by 2 by 2) was conducted to
analyze locomotor activity measured in either the
test box or home cage.  In the left part of Fig. 3,
regarding the data of the test box manipulation,
ANOVA results showed that the main effects of lesion
and test stage were significant, F(1, 28) = 9.074, P <
0.01 and F(1, 28) = 64.347, P < 0.001, respectively.
A two-way interaction between lesion and test stage
was significant, F(1, 28) = 5.417, P < 0.05, so was the
three way interaction, F(1, 28) = 5.735, P < 0.05.
Planned comparisons yielded significant differences
between pre- and post-test for the groups of dorsal-
sham-control, dorsal-lesion, and ventral-sham-

control, F(1, 28) = 21.543, F(1, 28) = 22.172, and
F(1, 28) = 32.577, respectively (all P < 0.001).  No
such difference was reveled for the group of ventral-
lesion, F(1, 28) = 0.97, P > 0.05.  In the right part of
Fig. 3, regarding the treatment of home cage, ANOVA
yielded only a significant main effects of test stage,
F(1, 28) = 59.283, P < 0.001.  Planned comparisons
showed significant differences between pre- and post-
test for all four treatment groups, F(1, 28) =26.372,
P < 0.001 for dorsal-sham-control, F(1, 28) = 7.364,
P < 0.05 for dorsal-lesion, F(1, 28) = 14.511, P <
0.001 for ventral-sham-control, and F(1, 28) =
13.992, P < 0.001 for ventral-lesion.  The statistical
results presented in Fig. 3 show the inhibitory effects
on the induction of locomotor sensitization to d-AMP
developed in the text box appeared in the ventral, but
not dorsal, mPFC lesion group.  No such lesion effect
was confirmed on the locomotor sensitization to
d-AMP developed in the home cage.

Discussion

The present study investigated the effects of
excitotoxic lesions in the dorsal and ventral subareas
of mPFC on the development of behavioral sensiti-
zation to d-AMP in different environments.  The
results showed that the most profound locomotor
sensitization to d-AMP appeared in the subjects
receiving the repeated but intermittent drug admin-
istrations in the test box group.  Such a locomotor
sensitization was verified by the measure of the
number of movements.  A less but significant degree
of locomotor sensitization to d-AMP was observed
for the home cage group.  Although a trend of
locomotor sensitization to AMP was observed in the
novel third place group, it was not statistically
confirmed.  In the second part of experiment, the
results showed that the locomotor sensitization to
d-AMP significantly and reliably appeared in every
sham-operated control groups in either test box or
home cage environment.  Lesions of ventral mPFC
significantly inhibited the development of locomotor
sensitization to AMP in test box, but not in home
cage.  Lesions of dorsal mPFC failed to affect
locomotor sensitization developed from either test
box or home cage.

Different degrees of locomotor sensitization to
d-AMP were measured from the subjects receiving
the repeated but intermittent drug injections in three
distinct environments.  The magnitude of locomotor
sensitization to d-AMP developed in the test box is
the highest among the three environments being
manipulated in the present study.  The degree of
locomotor sensitization to d-AMP in the home cage is
less than that measured in the test box.  The difference
between these two types of locomotor sensitization

Fig. 3. The effects of ibotenic acid lesions in the dorsal and
ventral subareas of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
on the development of locomotor sensitization to
d-amphetamine repeatedly administered in the test-box
(T. Box) and home cage (Home).  Each experimental
group with lesion in the specified area was presented
along by its sham-operated control group (Sham).  Loco-
motor activity was measured by the number of move-
ments on the pre- and post-test sessions.  Data are
presented as means ± 1 s.e.m.; n = 8 per group.  *P <
0.05, ***P < 0.001; significant difference between
pre-test and post-test for the indicated group.
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may be attributed to the association or pairing effects
of drug reaction and environmental context are
different for the subjects in these two treatments.  The
subjects from the test box group apparently had more
experience of pairing drug reaction and environ-
mental context.  It has been well recognized that the
environmental setting for drugs being administered
can powerfully modulate the behavioral effects of
drugs (20).  Using the rotation behavior induced by
d-AMP in the unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine lesion
rat, Robinson and associates reported that AMP
produce a robust sensitization when given with
placement into the test environment but not in the
animal’s home cage (2, 6).  This is also true for
locomotor sensitization developed by daily cocaine
injections and then challenged by intra-accumbens
infusion of glutamatergic receptor agonist AMPA,
when both agents given all in the same test box (3).
Moreover, using the rotation behavioral paradigm,
Anagnostaras and Robinson (1) reported that the
subjects receiving the repeated AMP exposure in a
third world rather than the test environment and the
home cage failed to produce the sensitization effect
to a subsequent AMP challenge.  Together, current
data and those from other laboratories consistently
support the notion that contextual control is essentially
critical for psychostimulants induced behavioral sensi-
tization.

The results from the second part of experiment
in the present study generally support the argument
for the involvement of mPFC in the development or
induction behavioral sensitization to psychostimulant
drugs especially for cocaine and AMP (22, 24).
Despite some inconsistent findings reported, pre-
vious studies showed the disruption of behavioral
sensitization to psychostimulants following mPFC
lesions (5, 16, 17, 25, 27, 30).  Of a particular interest
to investigate the potentially heterogeneous function
of mPFC subareas on AMP sensitization, the present
study found that the development of locomotor
sensitization to d-AMP was inhibited after excitotoxic
lesions conducted in the ventral, but not the dorsal,
part of mPFC.  And, this blocking effect was only true
for the locomotor sensitization to d-AMP developed
in the subjects of test box group.  In contrast to
locomotor sensitization in the test box, those
developed in the home cage were invulnerable to the
lesions of mPFC made in either dorsal or ventral
subarea.  Thus, the ventral mPFC is critically involved
in the development of locomotor sensitization to
d-AMP when the repeated drug administrations
conducted in the test box.

When focusing on locomotor sensitization
to AMP only, it is worthy to compare the present
findings with those reported in several previous
studies.  Cador and associates (5) demonstrated that

ibotenate lesions of the mPFC attenuated the loco-
motor sensitization to d-AMP developed in the test
box.  Such an inhibitory effect produced by ibotenate
lesion in mPFC on locomotor sensitization to AMP
was also demonstrated by Wolf and her colleagues
(30).  Notice that the repeated administrations of
AMP in the latter study were conducted in the home
cage.  In contrast, no effect of mPFC lesion made by
quinolinic acid on locomotor sensitization induced
by AMP given in home cage has also been reported
(27).  Despite different contexts and protocols applied
to induce AMP sensitization, the aforementioned
conflicting results could be derived from the lack of
conducting lesions with anatomical control sites within
mPFC.  The excitotoxic lesions made in the mPFC
produced tissue destruction area covered almost the
whole mPFC in the aforementioned three studies.
Accordingly, the present study conducted excitotoxic
lesions in the dorsal and ventral subareas in the mPFC
to encounter this issue.  And, it was found that the
ventral mPFC lesions significantly inhibit the
establishment of locomotor sensitization to d-AMP
given in the test box environment rather than in home
cage.

A series of studies was conducted by Tzschentke
and Schmidt (25-27) to examine the lesions of three
subareas (from dorsal to ventral: anterior cingulate,
pre-limbic, and infra-limbic) in the mPFC on com-
paring behavioral sensitizations to cocaine and AMP.
According to their reports, cocaine induced sensitiza-
tion was attenuated by lesions of the whole mPFC or
pre-limbic subarea, whereas it was not affected by the
lesions of anterior cingulate and infralimbic areas.
In contrast to the cocaine sensitization, the develop-
ment of AMP sensitization in their protocol was not
significantly attenuated by the lesions in any of those
three subareas in mPFC.  Despite different protocols
used to form psychostimulants-induced sensitization,
it is likely that specific subareas are differentially
involved in behavioral sensitizations to cocaine and
AMP.  In other words, the dorsal (pre-limbic) part of
mPFC is for cocaine’s, while the ventral part of mPFC
is for AMP’s.  The former inference can be supported
by those described in the Introduction (5, 16, 25, 27).
A more recent work also provides supportive evidence
for this inference (17).  The latter inference can be
supported by the present findings.  Accumulating
data support the idea that the neurobehavioral
mechanisms for cocaine and AMP on reward-related
or behavioral sensitization are distinctive (15, 24,
28, 29).

A double dissociation of the dorsal and ventral
subareas of mPFC for locomotor sensitizations to
AMP administered in the test box and home cage was
not confirmed in this study.  However, the present
findings of the inhibitory effects of ventral mPFC
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lesion on the development of locomotor sensitization
support the notion of distinct functional differences
in the dorsal-ventral axis of the rat mPFC in per-
spectives of anatomy and neurochemistry (9).  Even
with this addressed notion of the ventral mPFC is
distinctively different from the dorsal mPFC, it should
be cautious to explain the current data of mPFC
lesions.  Behaviorally, given an inference of more
association experience involved in the sensitization
of the test box group as described above, the function
of the ventral mPFC is likely to exert this hypothetical
process when drug reaction interacts with the
environmental context consistently during the
development of this type of sensitization.  A
corresponding evidence from neurochemical study
showed that repeated exposure to AMP induces
subarea specific effects on dopamine in mPFC.  In
rats with AMP sensitization, basal dopamine levels
are significantly reduced in the ventral mPFC but
not changed in the dorsal mPFC (7).  A subsequent
study using Fos immunoreactivity assay to examine
AMP induced locomotor sensitization reported by
the laboratory of aforementioned study, the estimated
number of Fos activated neurons was significant
higher in the dorsal but not the ventral mPFC (8).  In
that study, the anterior cingulate and the dorsal
prelimbic were included as the dorsal part, while the
ventral prelimbic and infralimbic were included for
the ventral part.  These findings support the argument
of heterogeneous functions of the dorsal and ventral
subareas of mPFC on the locomotor sensitization to
AMP, which is asserted by the present study.  However,
it should be noted that several disparities of experi-
mental protocols existed.  For instance, firstly, the
context applied for inducing AMP locomotion
sensitivity was in the home cage in the aforemen-
tioned studies, which is similar to the Home group
of the present work.  Secondly, the anatomical
locations delineated for the dorsal and ventral part
of mPFC are slightly different.  The ventral part of
the present work is located partially overlapped on
the dorsal part delineated in the aforementioned
studies.  And thirdly, the lesions conducted prior to
the behavioral procedures in the present study was
supposed to deal with the development (or acquisition)
of locomotor sensitization to AMP.  In contrast, the
aforementioned studies using neurochemical and
histochemical assays to test the performance of
locomotor sensitization to AMP.  Although it is
possible that locomotor sensitization developed to
AMP could be mPFC subarea dependent, more work
has to be done before a conclusive remark can be
made.

Apart from the notion of dorsal-ventral
distinction within mPFC upon the behavioral sensi-
tization to AMP, it is worthy to note how the mPFC

subarea is involved in the context-dependent
sensitization on locomotor activity.  Especially, the
present study showed the impairment of the develop-
ment of AMP locomotor sensitization in the test box
by the lesion of ventral, but not dorsal, mPFC.  And
such locomotor sensitivity to AMP developed in the
home cage was not impaired by the lesion made in
either dorsal or ventral mPFC.  In other words, the
development of present type of context-dependent
sensitization is linked with the ventral mPFC.  The
mPFC has been emphasized as a key area of a neural
circuitry embedded in the mesocorticolimbic dopam-
ine systems involving in the behavioral sensitization
to AMP and psychostimulant drugs (15, 22, 24).
The VTA and the nucleus accumbens are posited to
mediate the acquisition and expression of psycho-
stimulant induced behavioral sensitization (10, 28).
The mPFC has efferent projects connected to these
two dopamine-related nuclei (9), in which the
glutamatergic projections are most critically involved
in neural adaptations during the repeated drug
treatment (28).  Within the mPFC, in contrast the
dorsal part, the ventral part predominantly connected
to the major limbic areas including the amygdale
and the hippocampus.  The ventral mPFC sends
substantial projections to the shell of nucleus
accumbens, whereas the dorsal mPFC projects to
the core of this nucleus and the dorsally adjacent
striatum (9).  Furthermore, the ventral mPFC projects
more densely to the VTA (9, 21).  Thus, the ventrally
located area in the mPFC exerts much more in-
fluence on the mesolimbic dopamine systems than the
dorsal areas.  The context-dependent sensitization is
thought to be formed by more association learning
processes involved than the non-context-dependent
one, which can be correspondingly represented by the
test box and the home cage treatments applied in the
present study.  It is thus possible that the locomotor
sensitization to AMP developed in the test box of
present work is modulated by the ventral mPFC via
its connections to mesolimbic dopamine system for
driving the essential association between the cont-
ext and drug reward.

In conclusion, data collected in the present study
indicate that the heterogeneous functions of mPFC
subareas involved in the development of behavioral
sensitization to d-AMP are dependent on different
contexts applied for repeated intermittent drug
administration.
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